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AFRICA ON FOOT WILDERNESS TRAILS

Africa on Foot Wilderness Trails is located in the Maseke
Balule Game Reserve in the Greater Kruger, situated
between Hoedpsruit and Phalaborwa in Limpopo Province.
It is an 8000-hectare private game reserve, which shares
open borders with the Kruger National Park.
Self-drivers can now drive directly to Chacma Bush Camp
and leave their cars at camp, which is the headquarters of
Africa on Foot Wilderness Trails. Guests will need to pay a
conservation levy which is payable at camp.
GPs co-ordinates are: -24.179048, 30.822079

FROM OR TAMBO
Take the N12 or N4 highway to Witbank/ eMalahleni (from
Johannesburg Airport, follow signs to Boksburg to find
the N12). Follow the N4 highway past Middleburg (Toll
Plaza), Belfast and Machadodorp (Toll Plaza). Follow the
Schoemanskloof option on the N4 and then take the R36
to Lydenburg/ Mashishing. Follow the R36 to Ohrigstad,
go through the Strydom Tunnel and take the R527 to
Hoedspruit. Turn left onto the R40. Follow the R40 towards
Phalaborwa.
Continue on the R40 and take the Grietjie Balule turn off
and continue straight to the Grietjie Balule gate. After
signing in at the gate continue straight for 1.1km. Turn
right at the Chacma Bush Camp sign. Follow this road for
1.5km.
Turn right through the chain gate (you will see the lodge on
your left) and follow the road for 200m. Turn left at the 4
way junction. Follow the road left into the parking area.
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FROM HOEDSPRUIT
It’s roughly 50 km from Hoedspruit to Chacma Bush Camp
(trails headquarters). Continue on the R40 and take the
Grietjie Balule turn off and continue straight to the Grietjie
Balule gate. After signing in at the gate continue straight
for 1.1km. Turn right at the Chacma Bush Camp sign.
Follow this road for 1.5km. Turn right through the chain
gate (you will see the lodge on your left) and follow the
road for 200m. Turn left at the 4 way junction. Follow the
road left into the parking area.

FROM PHALABORWA
Take the R71 from Phalaborwa and turn left onto the R40.
Continue on the R40 and take the Grietjie Balule turn off
and continue straight to the Grietjie Balule gate. After
signing in at the gate continue straight for 1.1km. Turn
right at the Chacma Bush Camp sign. Follow this road for
1.5km. Turn right through the chain gate (you will see the
lodge on your left) and follow the road for 200m. Turn
left at the 4 way junction. Follow the road left into the
parking area.

IMPORTANT:
There is a conservation levy per person, payable at the
camp. Please check rate sheet for fees. Guests who fly-in
to Phalaborwa or Hoedspruit Airport will be transferred
to camp at an extra cost. This is the number for the lodge:
+27 (0)74 285 7730. This is NOT the number for confirming
your reservations, payment status and booking details.
Please let the lodge know your estimated time of arrival.

Sales and Reservations: Tel: +27 21 203 5173 | Email: reservations@sundestinations.co.za | www.wilderness-trails.co.za

